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R: hurricane and, I don't know, we got torn off and we didn't go.

P: How long did it take to get to Horeshoe?

R: Oh, it takes, , used to get to spend the night on the way over

there. And, of course, the people who went all the time, they knew where the springs of

fresh water were, and they'd go and plan to camp there, and then go on the next day and

camp. They'd just stay a day or two, maybe two days, and then come. It'd take about a

week to go and come back.

P: Gee, that's really interesting. You know what crawdads are, crayfish?

R: Uh huh.

P: Did you ever eat those or catch those?

R: I've eaten them but...

P: Not in Florida.

R: ...not if Florida. I

P: Catfish stew? Someone was telling me that your husband knew how to make it.

R: Yeah. If the cat, if the fish were very large, they saved the heads, they cleaned the heads,

took their eyes out and boiled their heads and made stew.

P: How do you make it? What else did you put in it?

R: My folks never did save the heads that much. I've seen and heard other people talk that

did, but my folks really didn't. There really isn't that much on them except seasoning, I

guess you'd get some seasoning out of it to boil the heads. Well, you boil it, and of course.

it doesn't take it very long to get tender and put onions and butter and milk and sometimes

tomatoes.

P: That's nice. I have to write down some recipes, 'cause when we're done, I'd like to ask you

quite a few, and also Aunt Lina.

R: Yeah, she'll probably be able totell you.

P: Have you seen the river change in your lifetime, the Suwannee River?

R: I haven't seen the river change that much. I've seen Heart Springs change an awful lot. The

boil is in an altogether different place to what it was when I grew up.

P: Really? Where was it when you grew up?

R: When I grew up it was a little north of where it is now. And there was a road, actually

there was a road between where it is now and where it was when I grew up.


